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An outstanding
year
for
Mitcheldean

David Stokes welcomes the
Convemion guests.

Top of the tops
THE TOP Team of 1988 — the
5046 Optical Alignment Yield
team — was a joint Mitcheldean
and MRP&SBU effort, and it
was a happy coincidence that
Joe Marino had been asked to
present the trophy.
The project concerned the
four optical alignment fixtures
in the 5046 optics section which
automatically adjust every
critical setting within the optical
modules.
These were rejecting
approximately half of attempted
alignments; the team analysed
the problems, which ranged
from assembly workmanship
and design shortfalls to quality
of parts and problems with
fixture hardware and software.
Action was taken to close
these out, the situation being
reviewed weekly, and within 26
weeks yield was raised to 90-plus
per cent. A similar exercise is
now being carried out with daily
reviews in order to reach a new
target of 95 per cent.

"MITCHELDEAN'S
A C H I E V E M E N T S have been
outstanding in every business
area during the past 12
months," said site director
David Stokes.
He was speaking at
Mitcheldean's fourth annual
Quality Convention, held on
Friday, 7 October, and his
encouraging review of our
operations was simultaneously
broadcast throughout the plant.
Our two principal guests
were Joe Marino, general
manager and vice president of
the M R P & S B U at Welwyn, and
Allan Vickery who, as director
of international supply
operations, is responsible for all
RX equipment management
plus the international supply
centres.
Among the audience of some
400 people were representatives
from E M O divisional staff,
WGC manufacturing plant,
I H Q , M R P & S B U , BP&SG
corporate staff and the U K Co.,
plus the 1988 Top Team award
and citation winners and a

cross-section of Mitcheldean
employees.
They heard that new build
production volumes had far
exceeded the original planned
build expectations, particularly
on 1012, 1025 and 1038 models.
" I like to think that this was
due in no small measure to the
excellent quality levels that have
become the hallmark of
Mitcheldean plant," said David.
" A particular feature has
been the number of zero defectfree weeks on our products and
the positive installation quality
feedback we have received from
our customers."
The 5046 product was now
launched in all Xerox operating
units; by the end of 1988,
Mitcheldean would have
produced 25,000 such machines
while also supporting start-up at
Webster.
Within the last few weeks, we
had started up production o f
5028/5018 products, utilising a
cell-build concept which is a
new one for large volume
manufacture at Mitcheldean.

"Equally, in refurbishing we
have seen significant business
growth over 1987, much o f it
stimulated by the excellent
teamwork and close
relationships that have been
developed with our customers in
I H Q and the operating
companies. We are currently
refurbishing no fewer than 37
different products," he said.
Harness manufacture had
grown a phenomenal 150 per
cent, over the preceding year,
with all production and new
programme prototype schedules
achieved, whilst fuser
manufacturing growth had
increased 70 per cent, over 1987
with total achievement of our
customer demands.
In both harness/fuser
manufacture, capital
investments had been made in
new equipment to enable us to
meet the technology demands of
1989 and beyond.
"The increase in activity has
allowed us to recruit over 350
additional staff during the year
Continued overleaf

Joe Marino presents the 'Top Team of 1988' trophy to the 5046 Optical Alignment Yield team led by John
Overbury. Pictured from left are Syd Cooper, Ken Jervis, Mark Russell and John George; other members were
Kevin James, Glyn Clarke, Wilf Jones, Tim Hamper, Terry Cooling, Geoff Purbrick and Howard BIyton-Lawford.
With the trophy came a charity cheque for £1,000 which the team donated to the British Heart Foundation, along
with the £250 they received as one of the six Top Team award winners.

which in itself has created major
demands on training,
communication and logistics.
"The support functions of
production and works
engineering, personnel, finance
and materials have responded
magnificently to the diversity
and growth in manufacturing
activity."
Once again we had seen
demonstrated the benefits of
teamwork, using Leadership
Through Quality processes to
improve customer satisfaction
and lower our overall cost of
quality, he said.
"One cannot be other than
impressed by the enthusiasm
and commitment of teams who
present their projects at events
such as this. They serve to
demonstrate, both externally as
well as within the corporation,
Mitcheldean's overall
commitment to the principles of
Leadership Through Quality
and hopefully serve to act as a
motivating force for all our
employees."
The Team and Area Displays
which our guests were invited to
view represented but a sample
of the total Leadership Through
Quality activity here on site, and
the improvements thus brought
about had been "a major
contributory factor to the
success of Mitcheldean plant."
" I am immensely proud of
their achievements," said David.
"The concept of teamwork and
project-by-project improvement,
no matter how small, will be
fundamental to our future
performance and our objective
of keeping Mitcheldean ahead
of the competition.
"Moreover, it will
consolidate our position as a
low cost, high quality
manufacturing plant," he
added.

Your efforts
" I L O V E your enthusiasm and
support, and thank you for the
exciting years we have shared,"
said Joe Marino, responding on
behalf of the guests.
He was particularly pleased
to be invited to speak in this,
the 50th anniversary year of
xerography, and he told the
fascinating story of Chester
Carlson whose invention o f the
dry-copying process had given
birth to "a $14 billion company
with more than 100,000 people
doing business in more than a
hundred countries around the
world."
He spoke of how Teamwork
had become a dynamic force
within Xerox and how, "when
market share was slipping and
competition was nipping at our
heels". Leadership Through
Quality was launched as a long
term strategy to turn the
business around.
"Though we are not where

Aboveright:Allan Vickery (far
right) presents a Top Team a ward to
the 1025/1038 Fuser Offset team. As
one of the award-winning teams
they had a charity cheque for £250
which they donated to CLIC.
Right: The Cheltenham Cobalt Unit
was the charity choice of the awardwinning 1025/1038 Photoreceptor
Damage team.
Below: The 1025/1038 Material Provision team chose Oakdene School to
receive their £250.

are

we have to be in implementing
that strategy, our efforts to date
have had an immense impact on
the business.
"Xerox is becoming known
as one of the few companies to
recapture market share in an
industry targeted by Japan Inc.
"Through our customer
satisfaction measurement
system, our customers are
reporting increasing levels of
satisfaction with our products
and services."
The 50 Series products were,
he pointed out, our first to be
completely developed from start
to finish using the Leadership
Through Quality process, and
the general reaction had been
very favourable.
Mitcheldean people had
played a critical role in this.
"Your efforts in developing and
launching the 5046 and 5028
have been outstanding," he said.
" I n the past year, over 200

valued
team projects have been
completed here, with a resuhing
significant impact on the
business, and currently there are
approximately 25 projects being
pursued.
"Your efforts are important
— they are valued, they are
visible, and they are
appreciated. However, we
cannot again afford to become
complacent — the competition
is not sitting still!" he warned.
Currently it is estimated that
over one trillion copies per year
are made on copiers, duplicators
and laser printers around the
world, all as a result of
Carlson's dream.
"Today, our dream of being
a leadership company in the
document processing field is
coming true, and we must
continue our efforts to ensure it
does not become a fading
vision."

Keep

it up!

"AS ONE of your customers, I
am delighted to shake your
hands on this," said Allan
Vickery, who presented the
awards and citations to the T o p
Teams.
"We have never before had
such opportunity to have
change wrought by people
throughout the organisation.
Ideas come from people who are
actually doing the work, who
see how the work can be
improved. The process unlocks
people's frustrations and allows
them to put good ideas forward
and to get changes made."
He spoke of his special
affinity with this site, and added
"We have put some aggressive
challenges on to you at
Mitcheldean which you have
faced up to very well and it is
very encouraging.
" I think your efforts get
better every year — keep it up!"

The Manufacturing Cost Variance team donated their £250 cheque to the
Meningitis Trust.

T H E T E N citation-winning teams each received a £50 cheque for
The British Heart Foundation benefited from the Problem Vendor Process the charity of their choice. Pictured above handing over their
team's £250.
respective donations are:
From top downwards, left column: 1012 Dev Box Booth —
Gloucester Intensive Care Unit; Quality Systems Assessment —
Imperial Cancer Research Fund; 5046 F R & T Time Reduction —
Townsend House; Buy Back Quality Improvement — Oakdene
School; Refurbishing Operations Asset Recovery — Multiple
Sclerosis.
Right column: Bill o f Materials (BOM) Methods — Dilke
Hospital; HPIOOO to V A X Transfer — Arthritis & Rheumatism
Research Council; 1012 Dev. Box Fill — Meningitis Trust; Silk
Screen Printing — Gloucester Intensive Care Unit; R F I / E M E
Operations — CLIC.

More good
THE A R E A Displays at the
Quality Convention,
representing the six main
functional areas, reflected the
many other worthy projects
carried out during the year,
using the Leadership Through
Quality process, that had not
achieved Top Team rating.

projects
Personnel, new build
operations and quality &
technical services display teams
all gave their £50 cheques to
C L I C ; control and materials
chose the Dilke Hospital while
refurbishing/manufacturing
gave to the British Heart
Foundation.

John East of group QA and MOC managers Brian Buckland and Kevin
Horrobin hear from the St Helens Work Control team how they have solved
their communications problem — they ring a bell to call for quick
'Scrumdown' meetings.

Teaming up with
our
customers

Our pictures show four of the
stands — (from top) personnel,
refurbishing/manufacturing, new
build and (left) materials
operations — where
representatives of the chosen
charities saw how quality
improvement has become an
everyday activity.

All went like clockwork on
the day, thanks to the
organising efforts of the
Convention committee —
(from left) Keith Jones,
Kay Sterry, chairman Alan
Ladd, Pearl Phelps, Mike
Wilkinson and Carol
Copeland, pictured here in
the gold and white marquee
set up for the event and the
following Family Day.

WE K N E W that, for the first
time. Rank Xerox customers
had been invited to attend GB
Teamwork, held this year at the
U K Co.'s Bridge House
premises.
But we never thought to find
a representative of I C L (a
subsidiary of STC pic and a
valued customer) on one of the
stands, enthusing about a joint
quality improvement project
between his company and Rank
Xerox.
" I t was a case of the same
language, different accent," he
told us. Both sides were
concerned about why the
number of copies between
service calls was well below
average.
Together they worked out a
solution involving better
training for users, better
communications and problem
identification plus
environmental improvements —
an effort which should help
when the supply and servicing
contract, worth £2 million
nationally, comes up for
renewal.
The project was one of the
highlights of this, the third
annual Rank Xerox 'showcase'
where we can see what other
locations in the U K are doing,
and show something of what we
at Mitcheldean have achieved
through Leadership Through
Quality.
GB Teamwork also provides
a unique opportunity to meet
people we would not normally
come into contact with.
In fact, over half the 34strong coachload who went to
Uxbridge on day one — 6
September — had never before
visited any other Rank Xerox,
supplier or customer location.
One such was Colin Minchin
(small copier assembly); and he

told us of two service engineers
he met at Uxbridge who had
worked for the company for
many years and had never seen
a copier being built — a
situation which we gather is
being rectified!
There were 28 stands
altogether, 15 of which were
provided by the U K Co. I H Q
had five while Region A and the
MRP&SBU (Welwyn) had one
each. E M O contributed six —
three from Welwyn and three
from Mitcheldean
Manufacturing Operations.
Our projects had been
chosen from among those
presented at the previous two
QIP reviews because it was felt
they would demonstrate the QIP
process effectively to both
outsiders and the rest of the
company, being both wide
ranging and multifunctional.
These were the Problem
Vendor Process, 1025/1038
Material Provision and
1025/1038 Photoreceptor
Damage featured earlier in
'Vision', and though their
selection was quite separate
from the Top Team scheme,
they did subsequently become
award winners at the recent
Quality Convention.
Roland Magnin, Rank Xerox
managing director and chief
executive officer, officially
opened Teamwork '88, and unit
heads David O'Brien (UK Co.),
Joe Marino (MRP&SBU),
David Stokes and Gerry Lane
(Mitcheldean and Welwyn
Manufacturing Operations) then
visited the stands to present
certificates to the teams.
During the two-day event the
team representatives took it in
turns to go round the displays
and they were invited to attend
a recognition dinner.
Improvements in training.

customer safisfaction' has
involved the use of motorbikes
to deliver rush items not
available in van kits, and this is
being extended to other parts of
the U K .
Staff in rugby gear and a
video of '101 greatest tries'
attracted many a rugger fan to
the St Helens work control
stand.
In this busy service centre in
the north west of England,
where telephone calls average
1,000 a day, they had found the
best way of communicating
urgent information among
themselves was to call a quick
'scrum down' meeting, not with
a whistle but by ringing a bell!
There were no warriors on
the 'Samurai' stand — it was an
acronym for 'sales activity
management using relevant
acquired information' which
was now being made available
more effectively through the use
Andrew Pye (aboard the Kawasaki)
of ViewPoint, the software
and David Bick (right) hear how
couriers rush emergency items to system for the Xerox 6085
customers by motorbike — one of workstation.
the UK Co. 's national supply field
Nor were there any canine
support projects.
connecUons with the project
Tacora Doggie Bag — Tacora
was the code name of the new
Xerox 5052 and the plastic
'doggie bag' contained all the
support materials, such as
machine labels and operating
manuals, together with simple
instructions for completing an
installation.
The wide variety of projects
displayed certainly impressed
the 50 or so quality officers
from leading companies, many
of them RX customers, who
visited Teamwork '88 on the

control systems and procedures,
and communications formed the
basis of many of the projects
designed to protect existing
business, while strategies for
securing profitable new
customer business were also
featured.
The sound of bagpipes drew
us to one stand which
demonstrated by video the
difficulties of servicing machines
in central Edinburgh, where it
can take 30 minutes to travel
less than a mile and parking is a
major problem.
To get round this, a scheme
had been introduced with
engineers walking to customers,
and obtaining the parts they
need from locker points; this
has brought benefits to Rank
Xerox and customers alike and
reduced stress on the part of
engineers.
In London, the 'road to

At

home

MITCHELDEAN welcomed
parties of RX pensioners to the
plant on four occasions during
September with between 20 and
30 on the first three visits and
eight on the last, including a
couple from Canada.
They were met by Neil Foulger
(personnel) who showed them a
video, then were taken on tours of
the plant by apprentices Neil
Farnham, Ian Britton and Tony
Gattuso.

Stan Wheeler, Pensioners'
Association co-ordinator (west
region), says that a tour of the
showroom, where they saw some
of our "very exciting current
products," was particularly
interesting. "The welcome could
not have been better," says Stan,
"and our appreciation goes to all
who arranged the event, and Neil
Foulger in particular."

Meeting the 5046 in the showroom
and right a visit to harness assembly
operations.

'Teamwork '88' certificates were presented to the three Mitcheldean teams
by site director David Stokes and MOC managers gave their support. Joe
Marino (see centre picture) was a welcome visitor to the Problem Vendor
Process stand. Here he joins in a discussion on the improvement which this
project has effected in 5046 supplier delivery performance.
second day.
They showed particular
interest in our problem solving
processes and in how Rank
Xerox people were motivated,
and some of their questions
were tough ones to answer.
After lunch, discussion
groups were held for the guests
covering subjects such as
implementation of quality
strategies, managing and
developing the quality training

team, and cost of quality.
This sharing of information
was aimed at helping a wide
range of businesses in their own
drive for quality improvement.
It should also enhance our
company's image with external
organisations and promote the
use of our technology to
support quality implementation.

THEBESTFAi
F A M I L Y D A Y on Saturday, 8
October, was a non-stop
success, from the time it started
at 2pm until the fireworks
brought it to a spectacular close
at 7pm.
W i t h some 5,200 individuals
thronging the site, it was
important to avoid
overcrowding in any one area,
and the distribution of
attractions was effective in
keeping people on the move.
Yet even in five hours it was

difficult to do justice to all the
items included in the
programme.
Along with the Quahty
Convention projects and other
displays of our activities, there
were more games, competitions
and entertainment, particularly
for the children, than ever
before.
New attractions — such as
face painting sessions and a
disco where parents could safely
leave their lively youngsters

Fishing for Coke in
bld.4. Young anglers
who caught an
empty bottle won a
full one.
Adjudicating here is
Phil Dymond.

Snow White, with a rather
overgrown Dwarf, hands out Rank
Xerox paper hats.

Right: In parts manufacturing
video cameras showed close-ups
of machining operations. Swarf
from this CNC machine was
dazzling in the light of the studio
lamp.

Pavement artist Jeremy Norton portray
managers in pastels. His work is being
showroom and a reproduction of it app
letter sent out with our 1989 quality ca

Bouncy children work off surplus energy. Below: Watching the Molex AM81
making multiple wire assemblies for harnesses.

. - .uiiomdiic \erographic machine, attracts the attention of yo
Alexander Fyffe at the 50th Anniversary of Xerography Exhibition.

IfIL YDA Y YET
while they took a breather —
were featured as well as those
like the fire engine rides and
bouncing castles which have
proved their popularity in the
past, not to mention prints from
our user-friendly photocopiers.
Refreshments were laid on in
six different areas so queues
were kept to a minimum, and
busker John Barker with his
ghetto blaster, the Severn Sax
quartet and Berry H i l l Brass
Band, whose members include

some R X players, provided
music for differing tastes.
Children were invited up to
join the band and Robert
Stephens, their treasurer, tells us
they 'talent-spotted' a super
little drummer boy!
For the benefit of those who
could not be with us on the day,
and to serve as a reminder for
those who were, we have
recorded in pictures what people
generally agreed was "the best
Family Day yet."
Jackie Greenman arranges a fall of 'snov.' filler in spares packing.

Children queued up in control to
have their faces painted. Below:
Dave Wood's younger son Thomas
gets his sights on a likely target,
with TA VR assistance.

The Camera Club did brisk business in the Craft Fair with portraits at 50p
each. Chairman Terry Darrington, seen focussing on two young customers,
persuaded site director David Stokes to sit for him, and the club presented
him with a print framed by MEWS tenant Grafton Graphics.
Donald Duck makes
a friend.

Photos by
John
Ingram
Left: Studying a programme in the Open Learning Centre are Chris Evans
and his children Jessica and Gavin. Below: Studying wildlife in bid.3!

Below: Richard
Passey copes with
a big demand for
balloons in the
supply centre.

i

The
treasure
finders
T H R E E L U C K Y children
received an early Christmas gift
of a personal stereo each from
site director David Stokes at a
little presentation held in the
showroom on 1 November.
They were the winners of the
Children's Treasure Hunt — a
highlight of the Family Day
programme which involved
completing a questionnaire, the
answers to which could be
found in different locations on
site.
The first three correct entries
to be drawn were those of sixyear-old Gemma, daughter of
Mike Young (tool inspection),
William Winchester aged 9,
nephew of Ian Holmes (supply
centre), and 13-year-old Susan,
whose father Barry Clein works
in QA.
Suppliers were very
generous, too, in providing
other major prizes. Among the
winners of competitions run by
materials department were Gene
Lewis, who 'discovered' a
Philips electronic food processor
in the Treasure Island computer
game, and Cilia Morgan and
Dave Jones, whose guesses at
the number of parts in a 5046
machine (there are 1,728) won
them some Bergers paint and a
Philips electric kettle
respectively.

Dave James
FOR T H E final outing of the
1988 season, the Golf Society
visited, on 8 September, the
finely manicured golf course in
Knowle, Bristol.
Incidentally, Knowle GC is
the home of European touring
professional and Ryder Cup
player, Gordon Brand jnr; his
father still runs the pro shop
there.
The competition, on a much
lower plateau, consisted of two
medal rounds for the
Interdepartmental Cup (two per
team with all scores to count)
and Captain's Day prizes for
best morning and afternoon
scores.
Fortunately the weather was
almost perfect, setting the stage
for some excellent scoring. The
pairing of Dave James and D o n
Eraser were really burning up
the course, each trying to
outshoot the other.
Dave just edged the morning

Treasure Hunt winners Susan Clein, William Winchester and (far right)
Gemma Young pictured with Da vid Stokes.

A B I G thank you, on behalf of
all who enjoyed the fun day,
goes to the kind people who
gave up a good deal o f their
free time to ensure it was an
event to remember.
Special thanks are due to
the organising committee,
steered by Alan Ladd, who
included Neil Foulger, Bob
Harris, Chris Osborne, Pearl
Phelps, Chris Clarke, John
Spratley, Keith Jones,
Ferruccio Marangon, Chris
Rawlings, Norman Kear,
Keith Parrett, Peter Street,
Tommy Knight, Dave Higman
and Mike Wilkinson.

Most of the 20 classic and vintage vehicles kindly lent for the display were
the treasured property of employees.
A quiz, organised by control
department in conjunction with
British Rail, brought Amanda
Spratley and Marcus Heathcote
£50 worth of saver ticket
vouchers each while Clive

to the

fore!

contest and led the field with a
net 68 from Don's 69 and Roy
Taylor ('plant' engineer!) with a
70.
At the halfway stage in the
Interdepartmental competition
Dave James, well supported by
Dave Tyler on 73, made a team
total of 141, 8 strokes clear of
Terry Hook and Roger Yemm.
The golf in the afternoon
rounds proved to be even better
with D o n Eraser gaining his
revenge by scoring an incredible
net 63, and Dave James hanging
on to be second with a 66,
edging out Clive Alcott and
Terry H o o k on 68 apiece.
Despite a spirited effort from
H o o k / Y e m m combining to
score an afternoon team total of
141, they could not catch up
with the James/Tyler pairing
who scored 145, securing the
Interdepartmental Cup by four
strokes.
By virtue of this fine

Barnett came closest to guessing
the combined original price of
all 20 vehicles in the display of
car and motor cycles to win the
prize of a Swan National hire
car for a weekend.

A tiny tot takes a Lucky Dip for
toys, sweets and other prizes.

performance, Dave James won
his third pot on the day by
capturing the Order of Merit
trophy, awarded to the most
consistent player of the year.
This is based on the best five
scores out of a possible 10, with
points allocated to net scores
compared with the par of the
course. Dave accumulated 55
points with Richard Matthews
runner-up on 53 points.
Trevor Jones, this year's
captain, in making his final
outing speech, thanked the
members for their support
during the year and the
committee for organising the
days out. The evening
concluded with Trevor
presenting his own and the
society prizes to the worthy
winners.
The other two competitions
being contested throughout the
season have recently been
decided. Dennis Ede, enjoying
home course advantage,
defeated Gordon Davis 4:3 in
the final of the Rabbits Cup (for

18 handicappers and above).
Dave Tyler and D o n Meek
won through the early group
matches and knockout stages to
meet in the final of the Round
Robin, played over 36 holes.
Dave, playing well below his
handicap, piled up a 4-hole lead
when playing the first 18 holes
at his home club in Coleford.
In spite of a typically gritty
fight back by D o n during the
second 18 holes at Ross, Don's
home club, Dave retained his
advantage, finally winning 3 up
and 2 to play.
While we can all sit back and
ponder on the events during
this, once again, very successful
season, we can also look
forward to the start of our '89
season in April next.
Note to prospective members
— contact one of the regulars,
join the society, then come
along and join in the sport. I t
will take your mind off work —
well, for the occasional day, at
least.
D.R.

'Biggies'
A FORMER flight lieutenant,
Chris Clarke accepted the
inevitable when his staff in smal'
batch nicknamed him 'Biggies'.
But it was aircraft
engineering rather than actual
flying that captured his
imagination early in life; and
since the R A F offered the best
available training in that sphere,
he took up a three-year
apprenticeship at Cranwell,
emerging with an H N D and a
commission.
Like Ernie Atkinson, whom
we featured last time round,
Chris was responsible for
aircraft maintenance, though he
did a certain amount of test
flying.
Buccaneers and VClOs were
his particular responsibihty, and
his work took him to places like
Kenya, Puerto Rico and, during
the Falklands War, to
Ascension Island in the middle
of the Atlantic.
VClOs are used mainly for
troop carrying and freight, but
when they occasionally had to
be modified for V I P passengers
such as the Prime Minister or
royalty, Chris was involved with
the fitting, so he came to meet
most members of the Royal
Family — " w i t h the exception
of H M the Queen," says Chris.
He came to Mitcheldean via
the aerospace industry. Having
decided to leave the R A F , he
spent four years with an East
Anglian company where he
worked in a machine shop
environment.

in small

"However, they were behind
the times in business systems, so
joining Rank Xerox was rather
a case of going from the
ridiculous to the sublime — I
am only just getting over the
culture shock!"
Chris was one of the new
section managers recruited in
1987 and he found the
development course set up by
our training people very
stimulating.
As you'll have seen from the
feature in our last issue, he was
among those who gained a
NEBSS diploma and his project
on the development of a control
system was put forward for a
regional award.
Though it didn't win
through, it is bringing benefits
to the small batch/tool room
section. "We have introduced

Two long-servers

batch
the paperwork aspects and
financial controls; the next thing
is to put the shop floor
documentation on computer."
Small batch is a 'small'
section, just 16 strong, but they
have made a big contribution in
connection with the
introduction of new models at
Mitcheldean and the consequent
high configuration change rates.
"It's not without problems
since much of the work is of the
short notice, 'fire fighting'
variety, and I have every
admiration for the skills and
innovation of the workforce,"
said Chris.
They have also played an
important role in developing the
C A D / C A M system which has
enabled the section to complete
successfully for prototype work,
using only electronic data.
The section includes one
speciahst area where the staff
have recently increased 300 per
cent — from one to three
people! This is the 'Markem'
area which produces serial
number plates for all
Mitcheldean machines, plus a
large variety of stick-on labels.
"As the number of machines
produced on site has increased,
so has the demand for the area's
output. They also carry out
work for other company
locations in Welwyn, Lille,
Webster and even Brazil," Chris
told us.
Having previously lived in a
small village with limited
facilities, he and his family

really appreciate living in Rosson-Wye, and the children have
taken to their new environment
like ducks to water — literally.
Timothy, aged 10, Joanna
who is 7 and three-year-old
Alison have all learned to swim
at the local pool. Not to be
upstaged, Chris, who formerly
could just about 'dog paddle'
across a width, has attended
adult classes and recently took
the first part of his life-saving
exam. His wife Jane has learned
to swim, too.
As for sport flying, though
he has a private pilot's licence
from R A F days, the expense is
prohibitive, so Chris has got
airborne again by microlighting.
"It's really powered hanggliding, so you can take off
from a field instead of having to
climb to a height first, and it's
very safe and cheap. Honestly!"
Chris also enjoys getting the
grease under his fingernails
restoring a 1966 M G . " I t should
just about be ready in time for
Timothy's 17th birthday," he
told us hopefully.

leave

TWO MANAGERS in materials department, both long-servers, took
early retirement recently.
Having spent his first few years in small batch, Tommy Knight
transferred to inspection, in which sphere he spent the majority of his
36 years' service, progressing to be manager of goods receiving
inspection. In 1973 he spent some months in Brazil setting up a goods
inwards inspection facility at Resende, and just prior to leaving us he
fulfilled another overseas assignment, this time training RX Egypt
engineers in drawing interpretation.
His colleagues presented him with one last problem — a box of
'non-conforming' household cleaning materials plus the appropriate
documentation! — before handing over their farewell gift of a
painting, and Brian Reeves, manager SQA/receiving inspection,
thanked him for all the help and support he had given over the years.
Maurice Pask came as chargehand in Bell & Howell assembly 34
years ago, switching to the purchasing function in 1965. He was
materials representative in the USA for Mitcheldean, Welwyn and
Venray in the early 1970s; work on planning & research for advance
products and in group materials followed and Maurice went again to
the US in 1977 to help with the implementation of materials logistics
systems at the request of Xerox. Since 1977 he had held a number of
management appointments, most recently that of purchasing manager,
CBA/refurbishing and non-production materials.
Maurice has been appointed a D T I enterprise counsellor for small
businesses in South Wales; his retirement plans also include "playing a
lot of g o l f and painting. In presenting him with an easel and
watercolour book as parting gifts from colleagues, commodity
operations manager Dave Sanderson paid tribute to him for his major
contribution to the work of the department.
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Geoff Howell

Phil Townsend

Service

awards

35 years
" I well remember climbing over
the fence with Harry Tooze to
check the ground levels before the
New Building (bld.l 1) went up."
Geoff Howell was reminiscing
about his 'learnership' years in the
'fifties, a time he greatly enjoyed.
After national service in Germany
he returned in 1961 to work in
FED under Paul Gregory on the
last of the Bell & Howell
products. By this time the 914 had
started up and Geoff s father
Harry was working on the
assembly line.
The 813 was Geoff s first
xerographic product, and he was
one of the original resident team
who worked on the 2400 at
Webster in 1967. This was
followed by four years at Denham
on workshop operations ("Our
offices were the old studio
changing rooms.")
Returning to PED at
Mitcheldean as a section manager.

Record

Keith Jones

he was involved in the transfer of
the 3100 to Venray where he lived
for a couple of years.
After a second two-year visit
to the USA in connection with
new products, he joined the small
copier programme management
team and was programme
manager for the 2830 (1030).
More recently he has managed
the Mitcheldean end of the
company's licensing project
operations, which has taken him
to Russia, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria
and India. "Modi Xerox occupies
a large slice of my time today,"
says Geoff
Like his two sisters, his wife
Brenda was a former employee;
they have twin sons, both in
commercial business, while the
youngest son is doing a degree in
business studies.
Geoff takes an interest in
vintage vehicles and he is
currently renovating a 1939 KSS
Velocette on which he used to do
many a 'ton-up' to Mitcheldean!

in tite 20s

A RECENT surge in the number
of 20 year service awards has
meant we have been unable to
write about them in the usual
way.
Instead, we have included as
many recipients as possible in
these group photos, although
some have inevitably missed out
for various reasons.
Up to the end of September,
the following had qualified for
awards: new build operations:
Phil Husbands, John Coldrick,
Dave Tomlins, John WilHams,
Terry Peates; refurbishing: Dave

Pegler, Tony Burke, Alan
Marrott; materials: Bob
Bloxsome, Kenny McLeod,
Harold Boseley, Mike
Wheatstone, Ann Rudge;
technical services: Tony Tovey,
Clive Cowmeadow, Pat Burke;
parts manufacturing: Ian
Fishburne, Charlie Probert, Tony
Lewry, John Tapfield; controlBob Harris, Barrie Morse, Beryl
Reed; training: Brian Fowler;
works engineering: Roy Harrison;
MIS: Jim Andrews; PQA: Chris
Pegler; ROS: Mike Smith.

yean

Phil Townsend and Keith Jones
arrived about the same time in
1963 to take up electrical
apprenticeships and both have
made their careers in works
engineering.
" I think it's the best place to
work because there's such variety
— never a dull moment," said
Phil, and Keith went along with
that.
Electrical maintenance can
mean anything from fitting plug
tops to repairing CNC machines.
Work concerning such machine
tools has in the past taken them
about quite a bit — both have
been to Switzerland and Holland,
and Phil has added Germany and
France to his globe-trotting.
"Today we're heavily involved
with the new boring machine and
Swedturn lathe, training and
liaising with service engineers,"
said Phil.
In 1978 he was appointed
supervisor of the 'gang' set up to
look after all NC machines on
site, later taking over
responsibility for all electrical
machine tool control.
He has a staff of six, Keith
being one of them. " I n fact," says
Phil, " I reckon we have more

Any

news

for

Vision?

If you have, then please —
mail it to me in bid. 6/2,
or leave it at any gatehouse for
collection by me,
or post it to me at Tree Tops,
Plump Hill, Mitcheldean GL17
OEU.
or ring me — ext.566 or Dean
542415.
Myrtle Fowler, editor

long-serving members than any
other section in the plant."
Asked what were their most
memorable moments on site, Phil
said it was rescuing a contractor
who had been stuck in a lift for
1'/: hours; for Keith, it was
sometime in the '60s when bid.3
was going up and the builders
continued working after dark — " I
had to climb a 60ft tower in
pouring rain to change the bulbs
on a floodlight!"
Keith likes variety out of
working hours as well. He comes
to work on a vintage motor cycle
with sidecar and occasionally goes
to moto-cross meetings for pre1965 machines. (His £50 prize for
winning the picture quiz
competition which our safety
people organised this year went
on some new boots.)
Wind surfing and canoeing are
other sports of his, and he's the
guitarist in a trio, along with
Tony Luckett and Barry Osborne,
who play music of the '50s and
'60s.
Phil is interested in two main
sports. He used to play cricket for
the apprentices and local clubs
and he hkes to watch the game;
he's also a keen supporter of
Gloucester RFC.
He married into a Rank Xerox
family — his wife Gail is the
daughter of long-servers Peter and
Daphne Meek, and they have two
boys and a girl. Gail and her sister
Lynne both worked at
Mitcheldean too.
Obituary
We report with regret the death of
Ron Lewry on 11 July aged 61; he
worked in the supply centre and
retired in June 1980 after 21 years
with the company.
Our sympathy goes to his
family.
ACCIDENT TOTALS
for year
to date
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From left: Harold Boseley, Bob Bloxsome, Bob Harris, Beryl Reed, Charlie From left: Phil Husbands, Barrie Morse, Chris Pegler, Kenny McLeod,
Mike Smith and Mike Wheatstone.
Probert, Jim Andrews, Roy Harrison, Tony Lewry and Alan Marrott.

Glory for Rank's
Angels
THE M A N A G E R of a famous
Eirst Division club once said
that entertaining is as important
as winning in football.
There was certainly no doubt
about the entertainment value
of the second annual Comedy
Football Match fought out on
Mitcheldean playing field on
Sunday, 30 October.
Rank's Angels (industrial
staff ladies) under the wing of
chief chicken Jackie Greenman
were playing the Managemen
(an all-male management side)
captained by Richard Williams.
There was considerable
doubt, however, about the type
of game that was being played.
Just as on the playing fields of
Rugby a new type of football
was born when a lad took up
the ball and ran with it, so a
whole new ball game appeared
to be emerging at Mitcheldean
in which one could kick, carry
or wack the ball (or indeed any
opponent) with a hockey stick,
or even a knockwurst.
' " A l i o , 'alio!" said a
spectator, "isn't that Rene over
there?"
"No, it is I , " declared Brian
Buckland as he raised his flourcovered spectacles and charged
off in pursuit of the ball.
Not only flour, but raw eggs,
water and Silly String were
thrown over the players
throughout the match.
This, plus the fact that the
ladies made up the rules as they
went along, rather confused the
issue for everyone, including the
referee Ashley Hornchurch who
soon lost total control.
The men gave the women no
quarter. Jackie, who defended
the Angels' 'pearly gates', still
had a wellie bruise to prove it a
fortnight later — the result of a
'fowl', no doubt.
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From left: Angels Jackie Freeman,
Elaine Bourne, Debbie Powell, Lisa
Colman, Cindy Powell, Claire
Freeman, Amanda Dowle, Betty
Wilson, Ruth Evans, Sharon Wear
and Mandy Carpenter.

The beaten and floured
Managemen (from left) John
Flynn, Robin Fyffe, Roger
Smith, Brian Buckland, Mark
Barnard, Terry Peates, Richard
Williams, Tony McNally and
Dave Lloyd. Below: 'Loose
copper' Pete Griffiths heckles
the players.

was presented to the Angels'
captain by Tony Prothero.
I le was standing in for the
sister-in-charge of Lydbrook
Hospital which benefited from
the proceeds of the match, and
Tony Prothero presents the trophy
to Angels' captain Jackie Freeman.
Left is Managemen captain Richard
Williams, would you believe!
But then all the ladies — not
just the one in the Dracula
outfit — were after the men's
blood, too.
A highlight of the match was
when clown Terry Peates was
brought down with a splendid
tackle by Cindy Powell.
Most of the players were sent
in turn to the sin bin, and
despite some divine support, the
Managemen lost 5:3 to the
unfair sex (due partly to St
Trinians tactics that were
definitely below the (suspender)
belt).
The trophy, put up by the
Sports & Social Club, and
featuring a rolling pin couchant,

Can he sa ve a goal for the Managemen and regain his cap — all in
one fell swoop?

Clubs

of an earlier skittles evening,
amounting to £300 in all.
The teams then tnjoyed
refreshments which came with
the compliments of the
management team.

are ne

LAST ISSUE we reported the
re-emergence of the Angling
Club; since then we have
welcomed the Chess Club 'on
board' again and the return into
focus of the photographic
section as the Camera Club.
The Chess Club made their
first move in the form of a Fun
Chess (K)Night on 4 October
when some ten players met for
friendly games; then on 15
November they held a Lightning
Tournament, organised by W i l f
Jones, when the winner of the
trophy after a play-off was
Terry Daunter.
Now the Portman Cup is
being brought out of the
cupboard — the individual

ws

championship has been revived
and play has commenced.
Family Day gave the Camera
Club some useful exposure.
Encouraged by the initial
response at their first
photographic session on 17
October they held another
equally successful one on 14
November which commenced
with a beginners' course and
attracted over 20 enthusiasts.
Their first 1989 meeting,
scheduled for 16 January, will
be a practical evening with
photographer Martin Russell.
Ring secretary Adrian
Griffin (Dean 36845 or
1308/431 internal) i f you'd hke
further information.

Committee member John Crote takes a reading and Camera Club
secretary Adrian Griffm adjusts the brolly while Keith Parker focusses
on model Louise Close. (Photo by club chairman Terry Darrington.)
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RANK XEROX
Chairman John Harris takes note as
judge Roger Keyse assesses the Hner
points of an onion.

Class winner Mike Overbury (left)
discusses dahlias with Dennis Trigg.

Site director David Stokes presents Harold Moore with the president's
trophy; far right is runner-up Andy Gardiner and on the left are Carol and
Mike Rouse who came third.

Winning
" T H E Y H A V E done very well
considering the weather we've
had this year," commented
Roger Keyse, who adjudicated
at the 4th Annual Gardening
Competition held on Saturday,
10 September.
The Gardening Association's
president, site director David
Stokes, was enthusiastic about
the display, which he said was
the best he had seen so far, both
as regards quality and range.
Once again the association's
secretary Harold Moore won
the perpetual trophy for the
highest number of points in the
show.
Harold retired some years
ago and now pursues a
gardening career — he looks
after four gardens, including
that of his married daughter,
former employee Trudie, in
London!
His green fingers are
inherited from his 82-year-old
father who came along to cast
an expert eye on the entries.
Second, and undoubted 'king
of the heavies', was Andy
Gardiner, whose prize-winning
51b.l2y20z onion was I'^oz up
on his last year's winning entry.
He also gained top place with
his IQVilb. marrow and came

growers
second in the heaviest potatoes
class.
Andy subsequently came
second i n the Cheltenham
Flower Show with the same
onion and 19th i n the world
championships at Harrogate
with an even heavier onion
weighing 61b.2V20z. But he has
some way to go yet — the latest
world beater, Britain's Keith
Foster, unearthed one weighing
nearly 91b. 3oz!
The third 'best gardeners'
were Mike and Carol Rouse,
who work together not only on
their allotments but also in
refurbishing on site.
The vegetables and flowers
were certainly a sight to see (and
we're glad to say no one was
caught covering grub holes i n
their onions with Polyfilla, as
happened at a Bristol show!).
The organisation of the event
had been streamhned this year
with the presentation of
competitors' total winnings on
an individual rather than a class
basis.
Harold Moore who returned
from the rostrum with 12
separate awards, plus a raffle
prize of a bottle of whisky — to
pep up his plants, of course —
looked as i f he needed a security

Harold and his father, Roger Smallman and Rex Turley study a classy
collection of vegetables.

escort home!
The event concluded with a
successful auction of the
exhibits, run by chairman John
Harris, to bring in welcome
funds for the 5th competition i n
1989,
Thanks are due to Val
Gardiner and Pauline Moore
who gave efficient support as
stewards at this well-run event.

Aii tite

Bob Smith and his daughter admire
a splendid fuchsia.

results

3 carrots (long) — 1st Harold
Moore; 2nd Fred Sheers; 3rd Mike
Ebert.
3 beetroots (globe) — 1st Andy
Heaviest onion (dressed)— 1st
Gardiner; 2nd Harold Moore; 3rd
Andy Gardiner; 2nd Mike
Phyllis & Vere Christopher.
Overbury; 3rd Rex Turley.
5 dahlias — 1st Mike Overbury; 2nd
3 exhibition onions — 1st Mike
Mike & Carol Rouse; 3rd Vere &
Overbury; 2nd Harold Moore; 3rd
Phyllis Christopher.
Phyllis & Vere Christopher.
5 chrysanthemums — 1st Mike
Heaviest 3 onions (dressed) — 1st
Trigg; 2nd Dennis Trigg; 3rd Harold
Andy Gardiner; 2nd Mike
Moore.
Overbury; 3rd Harold Moore.
10 shallots (culinary) over 1" dia. — Best pot plant (foliage) — 1st
Harold Moore; 2nd Bob Smith; 3rd
1st Mike & Carol Rouse; 2nd
Mike & Carol Rouse.
Harold Moore; 3rd Fred Sheers.
Best pot plant (flower) — 1st Mike
10 shallots (pickling) under 1" dia.
Overbury; 2nd Mike & Carol Rouse;
— 1st Mike & Carol Rouse; 2nd
3rd Vere & Phyllis Christopher,
Harold Moore; 3rd Andy Gardiner.
Best 5 tomatoes — 1st Keith Knight;
Longest runner bean — 1st Steve
2nd Harold Moore; 3rd Fred Sheers.
Williams; 2nd Fred Sheers; 3rd
Best pair of cucumbers — Andy
Keith Knight.
Gardiner (sole entry).
Heaviest marrow— 1st Andy
Collection of vegetables, 6 kinds, 4
Gardiner; 2nd Fred Sheers; 3rd
of each — 1st Mike & Carol Rouse;
Harold Moore.
6 runner beans — 1st Mike & Carol 2nd Fred Sheers; 3rd Harold Moore.
3 heaviest potatoes — 1st Harold
Rouse; 2nd Fred Sheers; 3rd Steve
Moore; 2nd Andy Gardiner.
Williams.

Happy

birthday,

clubhouse!

The lOth anniversary of the official opening of the clubhouse was
marked on 9 September with a dance and cabaret night to which all the
club committee members at the time were invited. Six of the original
dozen came along, and our picture shows (from left) Roger Kempster,
Pat and Anne Jordan, Barry Barton, John Earl and Bill Jones with
vocalist Angle Cooper, one of the entertainers on the night.

